BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC STANDING
Minutes of the Meeting of March 30, 1977
South Hall Conference Room - 2:17 p.m.

PRESENT

Faculty and Administration Representatives

Student Representatives
Ms. L. Bell, Mr. N. Clark, Ms. E. Lenhard

Guests
Dean H. Tyson, Mrs. M. Kraft, Ms. P. Borkon

I. MINUTES

The Minutes of February 9, 1977, were accepted as presented.

II. COMMUNICATIONS

A. Memo, dated March 24, 1977, from M. Shopkow to John Hayde regarding a new grading system which would allow for the addition of a plus (+) or a minus (-) to our existing grades.

III. STUDENT APPEALS

A. Communications

1. Letter, dated March 24, 1977, from the Executive Secretary to a student acknowledging receipt of her letter expressing her desire to appeal an academic grade and outlining the procedures for appealing academic grades.

   a. Appellant: Nilse Amill
      Department: Communication Arts & Sciences
      Regarding: Grade of "F" in CMS 11 - 1540, Fall, 1976

2. Letter, dated March 24, 1977, from the Executive Secretary to a student regarding the denial of an appeal to change a grade.

   a. Appellant: Alba Robertson
      Department: Nursing
      Regarding: Grade of "F" in NUR 14 - Nursing Technology 4, Fall, 1976
III. STUDENT APPEALS

A. Communications (Continued)

3. Letter, dated March 24, 1977, from the Executive Secretary to a student regarding the denial of an appeal to change a grade.
   a. Appellant: Luenda deRoche-Kirton
      Department: Biology and Medical Laboratory Technology
      Regarding: Grade of "F" in BIO 21 - Human Anatomy and Physiology, Spring, 1975

4. Memo, dated March 29, 1977, from the Executive Secretary to a Department regarding the establishment of an ad hoc committee to consider a student appeal of an academic grade.
   a. Appellant: Doris Bass
      Department: Nursing
      Regarding: Grade of "D" in NUR 13 - 2926, Fall, 1976

B. Minutes of the Sub-Committee Meeting on Student Appeals, March 16, 1977.

MOTION: To accept the recommendations of the Sub-Committee.

CARRIED: 20 - 0 - 0

1. Allen, Laura
   Appeal: Remove from academic probation due to illness.
   Subcommittee Recommendation: Deny appeal. Student to remain on acad. prob. as placed until June, 1977.

2. Arroyo, Cecilio
   Appeal: Remove from academic probation. Change all grades received during 9/76 to NC.
   Subcommittee Recommendation: Grant appeal. Remove from acad. prob. for ROP. Change WU in ART 11, HIS 12, MTH 22, all taken in 9/76 to NC.

3. Anderson, Keith
   Appeal: Restore matric. Change K=F in MTH 35 taken 9/71 to H, F in MTH 23 taken 2/75 to J, and ABS=F in MTH 35 taken 2/75 to H.
   Subcommittee Recommendation: Deny appeal. Acad. failures cannot be removed thru this procedure. Student was aware that these courses were not required for a degree from BCC.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (Continued)

D. Cases where the Sub-Committee's recommendations were accepted:

1. Barker, Anthony

   **Appeal**

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Grant appeal.

2. Butler, David

   **Appeal**
   Extension of time to resolve INC=F in CMS 11 and INC=F in MEC 21 taken 9/75.

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Grant appeal.

3. Cooper, Judith A.

   **Appeal**
   Change WU received in all courses in 9/76 to NC. Remove from prob.

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Grant appeal. Remove from acad. prob. for ROP.

4. Palermo, Georgia

   **Appeal**
   Change INC=F to NC taken 9/75, change ABS=F in HIS 12 taken in 2/76 to NC.

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Deny appeal. Check with CD files indicates student was instructed regarding procedures for resolving grades.

5. Penn, Kenneth

   **Appeal**
   Extend deadline to resolve ABS=F in ENG 02 and ABS=F in RDL 02 taken 2/76.

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Grant appeal.

6. Ramirez, Enrique

   **Appeal**
   Change F in MTH 06 to W taken 9/76

   **Subcommittee Recommendation**
   Grant appeal. Remove from prob.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (Continued)

7. Reid, Carolyn D.

Appeal
Remove from acad. prob. Change WU received in PEA 81 to W taken 9/76.

Subcommittee
Recommendation
Deny appeal. Student to remain MC32.

Deny appeal. Change of grade. Record indicates excessive absences from class prior to official withdrawal.

8. Rivera (Garcia), Idalia

Appeal

Subcommittee
Recommendation
Grant appeal.

9. Rodriguez, Carlos

Appeal
Change INC=F in PSY 22 and INC=F in CMS 71 to NC. Change ABS=F to NC in BIO 12 taken 2/75. Extend deadline to resolve ABS=F in BIO 12, ABS=F in PSY 42 taken 2/76.

Subcommittee
Recommendation
Grant appeal.

E. Cases where the Sub-Committee's recommendations were reviewed:

1. Gilliard Rose A.

Appeal
Remove from calculation of GPA F in HIS 11 taken 9/69.

Subcommittee
Recommendation
Deny appeal. Student has previously had GPA recalculated under statute of limitations.

MOTION: To sustain the recommendation of the Sub-Committee.

CARRIED: 18 - 0 - 2

2. Paden, Christine

Appeal
Remove from calculation of GPA D in GS1 and F in SMO5 taken 9/65, D in SBI taken 2/66, F in HIS 12 taken 2/67, F in HIS 12 taken 9/67.

Subcommittee
Recommendation
Deny appeal. Student has previously had GPA recalculated under statute of limitations.
III. STUDENT APPEALS (Continued)

2. Paden, Christine

MOTION: To sustain the recommendation of the Sub-Committee.

CARRIED: 18 - 0 - 2

IV. OLD BUSINESS

A. Codification Review

1. The Proposed Codification of Academic Regulations was discussed.

MOTION: To extend debate beyond the 30 minute time allowance.

CARRIED: 19 - 0 - 1

V. DATE OF NEXT MEETING AND ADJOURNMENT

A. The next meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, April 13, 1977, 2 p.m.

B. The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Doris Wilson
Acting Recording Secretary